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Let A be an algebra of operators on a Hilbert space H and let A' be its commutant.
We write Lat A for the lattice of closed invariant subspaces of A, and Hypy? for the subset of all hyperinvariant subspaces in hat A; i.e., all subspaces in Lat A invariant for all operators from A'. For the weakly closed algebra A = A(A) generated by a bounded operator A and the identity, Rosenthal [7] showed that if M € Lat A is comparable to every point of Lat A, then M £ Hyp A A related result due to Stampfli [8] says that if S is a countable subset of Lat A and if every element of S is comparable to every element of Lat A\S, then 5 Ç Hyp A. Fillmore Murphy [6] proved that if M, N £ Hyp .4 and if L £ {M,N} lies in no disc in {M,N}, then Le Hyp A.
In [4] for operator algebras A, the Lie algebras AdA = {B £ B(H): [B,A] = BA -AB £ A for all A £ A} were considered and the triplets (A, Lat A, Ad A) were investigated. Operators from AdA generate derivations on A. It is easy to see that A and A' are Lie ideals in Ad>!. Although in many important cases (such as W*-and CSL-algebras) AdA = A + A', very often Ad A is much larger than A + A' (see [4, 5] ).
By L(A) we denote the set of all subspaces in Lat A invariant for all operators from AdA. Obviously ¿(A) Ç Hyp A and every subspace in £(A) is invariant for all operators in the algebra generated by Ad A.
In this article we investigate the sufficient conditions considered in [2, 3, 6, 7, 8] for a subspace or a set of subspaces from Lat A to belong to Hyp A. We prove that these conditions are sufficient for them to belong to Z(A). In Theorems 9 and 10 we also obtain some additional sufficient conditions for a set of subspaces from Lat A to belong to £(A). Theorem 11 shows that if S is an isolated subset of Lat A, then the set S is invariant for Ad A.
Finally, I would like to thank the referee for the many helpful suggestions which have helped me to improve the article. Lemma 3 [4] . Let A,B£B(H). From Lemma 4 we immediately obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 5 [4] . If X is a subset of hat A invariant for Ad A, then AdA Q Ad(AlgA). In particular Ad A Ç Ad(AlgLatü). REMARK. In [2, 3, 7, 8] it was proved that S Ç Hyp. 4 
. From Theorem 8 it follows that in fact S Ç Z(A).
The condition on S can be made even weaker than in Theorem 8. Let Pm be the orthoprojection on a subspace M and let Qm be the projection on M along a subspace L. it is easy to see that (2) QmPm = Pm and PmQm -Qm- 
